Nonuniform isotope patterns produced by collision-induced dissociation of homogeneously labeled ubiquitin: implications for spatially resolved hydrogen/deuterium exchange ESI-MS studies.
There is an ongoing debate whether collision-induced dissociation (CID) of electrosprayed proteins after solution-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) is a viable approach for determining spatially resolved deuteration patterns. This work explores the use of two methods, source-CID and hexapole tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) on a quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF) mass spectrometer, for measuring the fragment deuteration levels of regioselectively labeled ubiquitin. Both methods reveal that b-ions exhibit HDX levels significantly below that of the intact protein, whereas several y'' fragments are labeled to a much greater extent. These results are consistent with earlier source-CID data (Akashi, S.; Naito, Y.; Takio, K. Anal. Chem. 1999, 71, 4974-4980). However, the measured b-ion deuteration levels are in disagreement with the known solution-phase behavior of ubiquitin. Partial agreement is observed for y''-ions. Control experiments on homogeneously labeled ubiquitin (having the same average deuteration level at every exchangeable site) result in highly nonuniform fragment HDX levels. In particular, b-ions exhibit deuteration levels significantly below that of intact ubiquitin, thereby mimicking the behavior seen for the regioselectively labeled protein. This effect is likely caused by isotope fractionation during collisional activation, facilitated by the high mobility of charge carriers (scrambling) in the gas phase. The observation that the b-ion labeling behavior is largely independent of the spatial isotope distribution within solution-phase ubiquitin invalidates these ions as reporters of the protein deuteration pattern. This work questions the common practice of interpreting any nonuniformities in fragment deuteration as being indicative of regioselective solution-phase labeling. Artifactual deuterium enrichment or depletion during collisional activation may have contributed to the current lack of consensus as to whether HDX/CID represents a potentially viable tool for measuring solution-phase deuteration patterns.